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Arnold of Credit Suisse said. The dramatic shift in the sales landscape, triggered by a record wave of patent expiries,
will be centre-stage during the forthcoming quarterly results season as investors weigh up how leading pharmaceutical
companies are adapting. Answers On Innovation Thomson Reuters. You are already subscribed to this email. Please
review our terms of use and attribution guidelines. Pfizer is already feeling the loss of Lipitor, after the U. The pill was
the world's second-biggest-selling medicine until its U. Plavix Rating 45 User Reviews 8. The Thomson Reuters Trust
Principles. All quotes delayed a minimum of 15 minutes. But Plavix is different because the company that won that
right, the Canadian drug maker Apotex, forfeited its exclusive period after it flooded the market in with unauthorized
generic versions of the drug. A spokeswoman for the large drug distributor Cardinal Health said the company planned to
begin shipping generic Plavix on Friday. Find More Stories About. Please login to the form below. Porterhouse Medical
provides medical and scientific communication services to the pharmaceutical industry across the globe, with a focus on
solutions Analysts have largely credited Bristol-Myers with successfully planning for its future after Plavix. See here for
a complete list of exchanges and delays. An error has occurred. John Elicker, ; john. Events Guide Television Theater
Video:The drug: Plavix The companies: Sanofi/Bristol-Myers Squibb Estimated worldwide sales for $ billion. Things
are looking grim for Bristol-Myers Squibb ($BMY) and Sanofi's ($SNY) top-selling blood thinner Plavix. In the first
quarter of this year, Plavix was the best-selling drug in America, jumping 3% to $ May 17, - May 16, (Hamilton,
Ontario) For years it was the second-best selling drug in the world, with more than $9 billion in global sales in alone, but
the golden era of a patented clopidogrel (Plavix, Bristol-Myers Squibb/Sanofi) is drawing to a close. Like atorvastatin,
which for years held the global. Plavix Sales Data. Last updated: February (updated quarterly). The following data
shows Plavix U.S. retail sales in Q4 compared to previous quarters. Plavix Sales Units Q1/ Q2/ Q3/ Q4/ Q1/ Q2/ k k k k
k k k k Sales ($) 2, 3, 3, Jul 18, - NEW YORK, July 18, /PRNewswire/ -- Top Drug Sales Data Released - Plavix Leads
the Way. rubeninorchids.com Stats Center Lists the Top U.S. Drugs in Q1 Apr 11, - Neither of last year's biggest sellers
- Pfizer's cholesterol fighter Lipitor or blood thinner Plavix from Sanofi and Bristol-Myers Squibb - will even make
itinto the top 10 in , according to consensus forecastscompiled by Thomson Reuters rubeninorchids.com dramatic shift
in the sales landscape, triggered by. Jan 28, - Annual sales for stood at $ billion, cementing the status of Humira as one
of the biggest selling products of all time. Measured in terms of peak annual sales, Humira revenues in were marginally
below the combined sales of Plavix recorded by Bristol-Myers Squibb and Sanofi in Feb 27, - Patent Expiring in ,
Condition, Company, U.S. Sales. Plavix, anti-platelet, Bristol-Myers Squibb / Sanofi-Aventis, $6,,, Seroquel,
antipsychotic, AstraZeneca, $3,,, Singulair, asthma, Merck, $3,,, Actos, type 2 diabetes, Takeda, $3,,, Enbrel, arthritis.
Feb 13, - The patent cliff is a multi-year phenomenon that will continue to shape the pharmaceutical landscape over the
next few years. However, undoubtedly represented the nadir of Big Pharma's generic challenge, acting as clear focal
point. Much of this focus can be attributed to the loss of US market. Jun 3, - In contrast, many have seen revenues
decline as a result of generic erosion a recent example being Sanofi and Bristol-Myers Squibb's anti-platelet drug
Plavix, sales of which declined from $ billion in to $ billion in Whether any other drug will improve on the peak sales
performance of. May 16, - If approved, analysts expect it to bring in billions of dollars in revenue. It really turned out to
not just be rhetoric, Ms. Arnold of Credit Suisse said. They really have created a confidence in investors that there is life
beyond Plavix. A version of this article appears in print on May 17, , on Page B1 of the.
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